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Amphion BaseTwo25 LF System
Add-on Boomer with Twin 10-inch Woofers
The BaseTwo25 from Amphion ($12,500) is a turnkey system that 
transforms any Amphion two-way studio monitor into a full-range, 
three-way tower—extending all the way down to a 10 Hz corner 
frequency (-3 dB). Features include 25 cm woofers with 25 m passive 
radiators mounted on either side of a 40 x 7.5 x 14-inch enclosure. The 
BaseTwo25 is powered by two 900W outboard monoblock amplifiers 
controlled by a filtering module with variable volume control. The 
filter module begins transferring energy from the mains to the Base 
towers at 400 Hz (-36 dB), employing a gentle third-order filter to 
gradually increase the energy exchange to the Bases until an equally 
shared transfer is achieved at 100 Hz and below.

Black Lion Audio PBR-8
500 Series Rack with Integrated Patchbay
The PBR-8 500 Series Rack from Black Lion Audio ($899) brings a 
new and useful twist to the format. On the front of the unit is a 
fully balanced TT patchbay with mults. The PBR-8 uses Heritage 
Audio’s On Slot Technology to handle power supply on a “per slot” 
basis. Rather than the usual “hand-me-down” power regulation on 
competing racks, each slot has its own power supply linear regulation 
stages, isolating each module from the rest.

Soundtheory Gullfoss Plug-In
Intelligent EQ Adjusts Settings in Real Time
Gullfoss from Soundtheory ($199) works by automatically adjusting 

its settings in real time according to the audible features of the 
input signal. Features include an advanced computational auditory 
perception model that makes objective processing decisions; 
improves clarity, detail, spatiality, definition and presence; and 
retains dynamics, reducing the need for multiband compression.

Sonnox VoxDoubler Plug-in
Twin Processors for Vocal Enhancement
Sonnox VoxDoubler ($99), the first plug-in 
from a new range called Toolbox, comprises 
two modules: Widen and Thicken. The 
processors generate believable double and 
triple vocal tracks to create width and depth, 
or add thickness, featuring Depth and Tone 
controls to push the vocal deeper into the 
mix and control sibilance. Other features 
include Track/Aux mode, allowing the user 
to apply the effect in place or, for more 
advanced control, mix it in parallel on an aux return.

ADAM Audio T Series Monitors
Affordable Two-Way Powered Speakers
Featuring trickled-down tech from the 
company’s higher-end models, ADAM’s T 
Series includes the T5V ($199), featuring a 
5-inch woofer, and the T7V ($249), with a 
7-inch woofer. Both use the same U-ART 
(Unique Accelerated Ribbon Tweeter) 
high-frequency driver and offer a beveled 
cabinet design, rear-firing bass reflex port, 
built-in DSP-controlled driver crossovers 
and EQ, plus XLR/RCA analog connections. Boasting high dynamic 
range, wide frequency response, a wide sweet spot and excellent 
transient response, the T5V and T7 are compatible with the ADAM 
Sub7 and Sub8 subwoofers.
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